Why is my Coach or Mentor not on the
IRCM Register?
The IRCM is the first independent body to create a register to include coaches and
mentors world‐wide who are currently performing a service as a coach or mentor;
and has a duty of care to the coaching and mentoring buying public – to you!
The IRCM provides you with the Register of Coaches and Mentors (http://ircm‐register.org/) to enable you to
select and/or verify the qualification and competence of the Coach or Mentor you hire or are working with.
The register shows information that is held in the public domain or may have been updated by the Coach or
Mentor. The information shows their qualifications and competence as a Coach or Mentor. The qualification
will be through a training company, whereas the competence is demonstrated by the independent recognition
provided by an officially recognised Accreditation Body or through a Trade/Professional Organisation.
The IRCM is the first independent body to search the globe to initiate a search and discover exactly how many
coaches and mentors are currently trading. Two years and thousands of hours have been spent doing the
initial research for the register, and more Coaches and Mentors are adding themselves every day.
Why can you not find your Coach or Mentor on the register? It maybe that:

your Coach or Mentor does not have any details in the public domain, or

they have selected to remove themselves from this register and do not wish to be transparent in their
business as a Coach or Mentor, or

they were not found in our initial search, or

they maybe newly qualified and gaining their Accreditation/Credential before they register on the
IRCM’s Register.
We would appreciate it if you would contact us with the details of any Coaches or Mentors that you may know
who are not on the register or whose details are not correct.
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